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Abstract. To overcome increasing complexity and dynamic nature of distributed computing system, such as ubiquitous computing systems, it is critical to
have computing systems that can manage themselves according to their users’
goals. Such systems are called autonomic computing systems. It is essential that
such systems, especially those for critical applications, have the capability of
self-protection from attacks under various situations without much human intervention or guidance. To achieve this goal, situation-aware security (SAS)
needs to be considered in the development process. In this paper, a modeldriven development framework for SAS in autonomic computing systems is
presented. The runtime support for SAS is provided by a situation-aware middleware. The advantages of using the development framework and the situation-aware middleware to build autonomic computing systems with SAS are
discussed and illustrated.
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1 Introduction
Ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) provides transparent information access and computing resources for users any time and anywhere. Due to the complex, decentralized
and dynamic nature of ubiquitous computing, we may encounter various issues, such
as information overload, increased uncertainty and risks of using services provided by
unknown or adverse parties, and high burden of system management. Therefore, autonomic computing [1], which focuses on building self-managing computing systems, is
critical to avoid the risk of losing control of such ubiquitous complexity, to retain
users’ confidence in their trustworthiness, and to realize the benefits of ubiquitous
computing and information resources. It is essential that such systems, especially
those for critical applications, have the capability of situation-aware security (SAS),
i.e. self-protection from attacks under various situations without much human intervention or guidance. We define a situation as a set of contexts over a period of time
that is relevant to future security-related actions. A context is any instantaneous, detectable, and relevant property of the environment, the system, or users, such as time,
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location, available bandwidth and a user’s schedule [2, 3]. To achieve SAS, the system needs to be carefully engineered throughout its life cycle [1]. However, current
software development approaches often neglect security in all the development levels,
and suffer from lack of tools for incorporating security in development as well as
developers’ experience with dealing with security during development.
In this paper, we will present a model-driven development framework to provide
development support for SAS in autonomic computing systems. A model-driven approach enables developers to separate models of security requirements and technical
details of security implementation, and hence simplifies security management. The
framework includes a model for specifying, managing and analyzing security policies
in autonomic computing systems. A situation-aware middleware is used for providing
runtime support for situation-aware security, i.e. the capability of being aware of
situations and adapting system’s security behavior based on situation changes.

2 Challenges of SAS in Autonomic Computing
Security in autonomic computing includes two major concerns: (i) How can a set of
autonomic services interact through an untrustworthy network infrastructure to
achieve the security goals without human guidance? (ii) How can a system protect
itself against potential attacks under various situations and maintaining acceptable
performance? In order to address these concerns, various security mechanisms, such
as authentication, access control, secure communication, and auditing, should be
implemented effectively. However, even if the necessary security mechanisms for
protecting autonomic computing systems are available, it is still difficult for the systems to protect themselves against malicious tasks because developers may not be
able to apply these security mechanisms properly. To provide security in autonomic
computing, the following challenges need to be addressed by the system development
approach and system runtime support:
C1) Heterogeneity and Interoperability. Devices in autonomic computing may vary
from powerful servers to small embedded devices. Hence, applications of different
platforms need to communicate with each other for collaboration on situation
evaluation and security management across organizational boundaries.
C2) Usability. Usability represents a central requirement of security engineering for a
secure system. For example, if the specification and management of security policies is too complex and difficult to implement or enforce, errors will inevitably occur, or system developers simply ignore parts of the security requirement.
C3) Extensibility. The system should be easily extended for new QoS features, such as
real-time and fault-tolerance, required in various applications.
C4) Scalability and Efficiency. Autonomic systems may involve a large number of
entities, including user, service, process, etc. Interactions among these entities are
complex. The developed systems must be efficient with a large number of entities.
C5) Decentralized and Distributed. Information needed for making security decisions
are usually distributed on multiple systems. Hence, the security solution for autonomic computing should support decentralized architecture.
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C6) Flexibility. The system must determine the access right for any subjects with
respect to any actions on services under any situation. As situation changes, the security requirements of the system are often continuously evolving.

3 Current State of Art
The Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [4], together with UML, provides an approach to improving the quality of complex software systems by creating high-level
system models and automatically generating system architectures from the models.
The MDA paradigm has been specialized in the model driven security [5 -8] as a
methodology for developing secure systems. Using this methodology, a developer can
build the system models along with security requirements, and automatically generate
a configured security enforcement infrastructure from these models.
Recently, UML has been extended for representing security requirement models
[9-12]. Epstein and Sandhu [9] utilized UML as a language to represent role-based
access control (RBAC) models. Shin, et al [10] presented an alternative technique to
utilize UML to describe RBAC models. Some UML extensions [11-12] accommodate
security requirements in software requirement modeling and development. However,
existing research on this aspect does not support situation aware security.
On security requirement specification, industrial standards, such as Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [13], eXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) [14], WS-Security [15] and WS-SecurityPolicy [16] have been established.
These XML-based security policy specification languages provide fine granularity of
security policy specification. These languages need additional formal semantics for
formal analysis on security policies, such as the semantics for WS-SecurityPolicy
[17]. Logic-based security policy specification languages have attracted much attention for their unambiguous semantics, flexible expression formats and various types
of reasoning support [18-20]. However, to address the above challenges, formal
approaches to policy composition and transformation are needed for these logic-based
security policy specification languages.

4 Development Support for SAS in Autonomic Computing
4.1 Our Development Framework
Our development framework is based on the model-driven architecture (MDA) perspective [4]. The system requirements are first modeled using Platform-Independent
Models (PIM), such as PIM-Business and PIM-Security Policy. A PIM exhibits a
specific degree of platform independence, and hence it is suitable for use with a number of different platforms of similar types. The PIM is then transformed into Platform
Specific Models (PSM) in order to specify how the system can use a specific type of
platform.
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As shown in Figure 1, the functional requirements of the system are modeled and
transformed to PSM following the standard model-driven development process. Similarly, using a security enhanced UML (seUML), the security requirements are modeled as a PIM-Security Policy, which is then mapped to PSM- executable security
policies in a process calculus, such as the AS3 calculus [21]. Similar to SecureUML
[11], seUML is an improved UML. But, seUML has facilities to model situation
constraints based on our situation-aware access control (SA-AC) model [22]. As
shown in Figure 2, SA-AC extends the basic RBAC model by including the constraints in user-role and role-permission assignments as situations. The system situation information can represent the security condition of the system. With situation
constraints in security policies, security decisions can be self-adapted to current system situations. An example of using seUML will be presented in Section 6.
Various decomposition rules and transformation rules are needed in the mapping
process. The decomposition rules represent the domain knowledge on how to efficiently enforce security policies in the system. The transformation rules represent
the domain knowledge on
how to transform high-level
security policies to executable
security policies. High-level
security policies specify the
security goals without detail
information on underlying
system implementation. For
example, “the communication
among collaborators should
be protected” is a high-level
Fig. 1. Our development framework for SAS
security policy, whereas “the
communication among the
Role Hierarchy
applications should be encrypted using AES-128” is an
PermisUser-Role
Role-Perm
Roles
Users
executable security policy.
sions
Assignment
Assignments
Functional objects and exSituation
ecutable security policies are
Constraints
integrated in PSMs, which
can be run on specific comFig. 2. An overview of our SA-AC model
puting platforms. We have
extended our previous situation-aware middleware in ubicomp [2, 3, 22], to provide runtime support for SAS.
This extension will be presented in Section 5.
4.2 Challenges Addressed by Our Development Framework
Our development framework addresses the challenges C1-C3 of SAS in autonomic
computing discussed in Section 2 as follows:
- To address C1, our development framework provides support for rapid MDD of
SAS in autonomic computing systems. The computing system is first depicted in
PIM, which can easily be transformed to PSM executables on different platforms.
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- To address C2, our framework automates many tasks in security management by
encapsulating the complexity of security policy management and situationawareness (SAW) processing in the middleware platform. The seUML provides a
powerful tool for security administrators to specify high-level security policies
without the need of knowing how it is implemented. Therefore, the security administrators of computing systems can concentrate on setting the security policy, and
the framework will figure the implementation details of specified security policies
by model transformation.
- To address C3, our framework can be easily extended to include new QoS properties based on the extensible MDA architecture and the extensible seUML.

5 Runtime Support for SAS in Autonomic Computing
5.1 Major Components for Providing Runtime Support
Our previous RCSM [2, 3] has a CORBA compliant architecture, providing the support of situation-awareness, distributed object invocation and situation-aware communication. We have extended our previous RCSM to
eRCSM to support SAS in
autonomic computing systems. The architecture of our
eRCSM is shown in Figure 3
and consists of the following
four major components:
1) Secure SA Application
(sSAA), which is developed by modeling security
and functional requireFig. 3. The architecture of our eRCSM for providing
ments in PIMs, transformSAS runtime support
ing PIMs into PSM executables, as shown in Figure
1. In this development process, sSAA skeletons/stubs, as well as the corresponding executable security policies, are also generated.
2) Security Policy Interpreter (SP Interpreter), which makes security decisions on an
object invocation request based on the enforceable security policies, current security context and system situation.
3) SA Processor, which manages SA requirement specification, maintains the context
and action history, detects situation based on context and action history, and updates the security policy interpreter on the current system situation.
4) RCSM Object Request Broker (R-ORB), which provides interfaces for context
discovery, collection and propagation. It also discovers and invokes the appropriate object implementation for the requests from sSAA’s. For security, upon receiving an object invocation request, R-ORB enforces the security decisions made
by the SP Interpreter.
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5.2 The Execution Model of Our eRCSM for Providing SAS
The execution model of our eRCSM for providing SAS includes SAW processing
model and security decision evaluation and enforcement model.
A) Situation-awareness processing
The flowchart for SAW processing is
shown in Figure 4, and includes the
following steps:
1) When an sSAA starts on eRCSM, it
registers SAW requirements with SA
Processor.
2) SA Processor sends requests for the
contexts needed for processing the
registered SAW requirements.
3) The hardware/software sensing
units collect the necessary contexts,
including some security-related data.
4) R-ORB propagates the collected
context data to SA Processors. RORB also provides transparent support for communications among
Fig. 4. The flowchart for SAW processing
various components.
5) SA Processor analyzes the collected
context data according to our situation-awareness model [24].
6) When certain situation change is detected, if this situation is needed for security
decision evaluation, SA Processor
updates SP Interpreter with the situation change. If the situation triggers
certain action, SA Processor will initiate action requests to related sSAA.
B) Security enforcement
The flowchart for security decision evaluation and enforcement is shown in Figure 5 and includes the following steps:
1) An sSAA or an SA Processor initiates a method invocation.
2) R-ORB locates a remote sSAA.
3) R-ORB receives the request and
consults the SP Interpreter for
checking security.
4) The SP Interpreter evaluates the
request initiated by the sSAA or SA
Processor. Decisions on whether to
trust the request are made according

Fig. 5. The flowchart for security decision
evaluation and enforcement
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to executable security policies and current system situations. Various underlying
security services may be invoked through a standard interface of R-ORB for decision evaluation.
5) If the security decision is ‘trusted’, R-ORB schedules the method invocation.
6) R-ORB establishes a channel between the requesting sSAA and the remote
sSAA. After processing the request, the remote sSAA returns the output data
back to the requesting sSAA.
5.3 Challenges Addressed in eRCSM
Our eRCSM can address challenges C4-C6 of SAS in autonomic computing discussed
in Section 2 as follows:
- To address C4, a number of SA Processors and SP Interpreters will be deployed.
Each responsible for processing different SAW requirements and security policies.
Moreover, the publication/subscription style of situation updates between SA Processors and SP Interpreters reduces the overhead of situation constraint computation.
- To address C5, SA Processors and SP Interpreters can be deployed over the network
for managing the security policies and SAW requirements.
- To address C6, situation awareness is incorporated into security decision evaluation.
SAS security policies can be specified, based on which security decision on a request may be changed when the situation changes. Moreover, new emerging security mechanisms can be plugged in the system as underlying security services. When
security requirements change, new security policies can be specified and transformed to executable security policies, and activated by SP Interpreters immediately.

6 An Example
Let us consider a situation-aware net meeting system (SANM) with the following
functionalities for users to easily have a net meeting: A meeting organizer can organize a net meeting by inputting desired meeting date and time duration, indicating
attendees and specifying security policies. To arrange the meeting time, the system
queries the calendar service on the computing devices of the expected attendees, and
gets approval from them. The system will automatically distribute meeting notice to
all expected attendees. An attendee’s device of SANM can join the meeting session,
when the specified meeting situations are detected. Documents will be delivered to
related attendees during (or before) the meeting, as needed.
By implementing an sSAA object oMeeting with a set of situations and roles,
SANM can self-manage the security of the system. Meeting attendees can join
the meeting session M and send secure message by calling either method msg256
(with strong encryption) or method msg64 (with fast encryption) of oMeeting.
Likewise, an organizer can securely distribute documents using either doc256 or
doc64. The kickout method is triggered to remove an untrusted attendee from M.
To provide security in this system, the administrator of SANM may set the following high level security policies for M:
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a) To protect privacy, attendees should not be in public places, such as shopping
mall.
b) Confidentiality of the messages and documents sent over the network must be
ensured. To keep good performance of the meeting, the protection can be flexible.
If the system detects that the response of a user’s mobile device is too slow when
using 256-bit encryption, the system can establish a new security context to use
64-bit fast encryption.
c) When a device is reported to be stolen, the device cannot continue the meeting.

Fig. 6. seUML specification for Policies a)-c)

These policies show that the system should self-reconfigured for security purpose
when the situation changes. Using our framework, this can be achieved as follows:
A) Security policy specification using seUML
Following our SA-AC model, system administrators can specify the above security
policies in seUML, as partially shown in Figure 6. Permissions, such as “join”,
“msg256,doc256”, “msg64,doc64”, and “kickout” are specified as the associations among roles and objects. For Policy a), SituRightLoc (Attendee is located in an appropriate meeting environment) is needed. SituMeetingTime (The
meeting is ongoing) is needed for Policy b). For Policy c), we need SituDeviceStolen (Device of an attendee is reported stolen) and SituSlowComm
(Device response time is more than 1 minute when processing 256-bit encryption).
B) Security policy decomposition, transformation and enforcement
B1) Decomposition. Security policies in seUML can be exported to XML-based
specifications, and can be further decomposed to different sets according to their
entities. In this example, if the policy decomposition rule is “attendees’ access and
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system actions should be controlled by two separate sets of security policies”, these
policies can be decomposed to multiple policy sets as follows:
• Policy Set A):
a)An attendee can enter join the meeting if
SituRightLoc is true.
b-1)When SituMeetingTime is true, attendee can send message
or documents using msg256 or doc256.
b-2)When SituSlowComm is true, attendee can send message or
documents using msg64 or doc64.

• Policy Set B):
c)When SituStolen is true, oMeeting can remove the related
attendee using kickout.

B2) Transformation. Each set of security policies is transformed to platformdependent executable security policies. A fragment of executable security policies in
AS3 calculus [21] for policy set A) is shown below.
Fix G = (principal, permission) || (SituSituRightLoc)
//process G implemets Policy set A)
|| (SituMeetingTime) || (SituSlowComm) . //get security request and situations
if ( (hasAuthenticate(principal) == ‘true’) and
((permission==’join’ and SituRightLoc == ‘true’) or
(permission==’msg256,doc256’ and SituMeetingTime == ‘true’) or
(permission==’msg64,doc64’ and SituSlowComm == ‘true’)) //check permissions and situations
) then <“trusted”>.G
//output security decisions
else <“denied”>.G

B3) Enforcement. The executable security policies will be deployed on eRCSM. At
runtime, upon an access request from a principal, the SP Interpreter on eRCSM will
execute related executable security policies. Security decisions are made according to
executable security policies and current situation values

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a model driven development framework and a middleware-based runtime support for SAS in autonomic computing systems. We have
discussed how our framework and middleware-based runtime support address the
challenges to support SAS in autonomic computing systems. As illustrated by the
example, the above support can greatly simplify the development effort and facilitate
the autonomic execution and reconfiguration of security in dynamic and complex
systems, such as ubiquitous computing systems. Future work includes analysis of the
expressiveness of seUML, and development and runtime support for satisfying more
QoS requirements, such as real-time, fault-tolerance, survivability.
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